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Abstract
A new technique for probe calibration has been developed. It enables for accurate characterisation
of the probe, and therefore gives the opportunity for precise measurements of SAR distribution. The
technique has been used for measurement of SAR caused by mobile phones in a model of human
head.
Introduction
Fast expansion of mobile radioelectronic equipment, especially mobile phones, and concerns about
health issues have developed a strong demand for measurement techniques aimed at direct field
mapping. So far, direct field mapping in a human head is not possible, and one has to use models.
Such a model often consists of a ball filled by liquid possessing properties similar to human brain.
Special probes are used to map electromagnetic fields. The probe disturbs the field under
measurement. Proper calibration techniques are necessary to account for probe imperfections as
well as to remove probe effect from measured data.
This paper describes a new calibration procedure. It was used for a special E-Field probe in order to
measure absolute value of the SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) caused by mobile phone in a
phantom (physical model of the human head). The basic requirement for the calibration is that
output signals of three orthogonally positioned sensors are transformed so that the reading
corresponds to the SAR in the case of the absence of the probe. For the calibration, one needs a well
defined measurement volume with a known electrical field.
Previous solutions
In the literature some different principles of the calibration were found. All these calibration
techniques require comparison with another kind of probe or complex numerical computation [1],
[2], [3]. The determination of calibration coefficients is possible only in an indirect way in
previously reported techniques (for example: calibration in the air and then numerical recalculation
for the lossy dielectric). Another disadvantage was that dielectric parameters of phantom liquid had
to be determined applying different
measuring methods, prior to probe
calibration itself.
New solution
In order to overcome above-mentioned
limitations, a new calibration method
has been proposed and experimentally
verified. The main idea of the method
reported in this paper is in
1. measurement – calibration directly
in the phantom liquid
2. creating
well-defined
field
distribution using a waveguide set
filled by liquid
Fig. 1. Calibration setup.
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3. simultaneous determination of liquid properties during calibration (the calibration set suffices
for determination of all electric parameters of the liquid.
The new calibration set (specially constructed waveguide filled with lossy liquid) allows in this
technique not only the calibration by direct way but also measurement of dielectric parameters of
the liquid simulating the brain, which is very important for the accuracy of whole calibration
procedure.
Calibration setup
Calibration setup should provide a well-defined field distribution. This distribution should depend
on but a few parameters that can be measured directly and accurately.
A waveguide with rectangular cross-section (36 x 12 mm) has been chosen, see Fig. 1. The probe is
inserted into the middle of the waveguide through a hole and its position can be adjusted using a
holder. The holder allows rotation and vertical motion of the probe. The waveguide is fed through
two special junctions with standard SMA connectors.
The set is placed into a tank filled by lossy liquid simulating human brain dielectric parameters.
This setup is completed by two waveguide lines of different length (not pictured at Fig. 1.). These
lines are used for liquid parameter determination.
In order to force one mode operation over all frequency bands currently used for GSM
communication, eg. 900 – 1900 MHz, the waveguide set has slots serving as mode filters.
Authors have no information on a similar calibration setup.
Special care had to be paid to coupling circuits. Delivering energy from coaxial cable into the
waveguide with lossy media was uneasy. A number of experiments and numerical analyses have
been carried out, resulting in a teflon housing for coupling rods inside the junctions (diameter of 8
mm). This has reduced losses by 30 dB, and enabled meaningful measurement. Transmission
between SMA connectors was –30 dB, close enough to numerical calculations (-28 dB).
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= f i (U i ) , in form of a table

Fig. 2: Calibration algorithm (the index i stands for the dipole 1, 2, 3)
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The setup is connected to a Vector Network Analyser (VNA), either directly or through a power
amplifier. VNA operates in CW mode, under different power levels. Calibration procedure is
controlled by a computer and automated using stepper motor drives. The calibration is performed
under condition that the centres of the probe dipoles are placed exactly in the geometrical middle of
the waveguide and the probe axis is positioned normal to E-field component.
Power propagating through the middle of calibration waveguide can be determined as
Pmiddle [dBm] = PNWA [dBm] + S 21setup [dB ] −

S 21 [dB ]
2

(1)

where PNWA is the set power level of the network analyser, S 21setup stands for transmission without
PA and S 21 is transmission with PA.
Calibration procedure
The calibration procedure has several steps. The algorithm of the calibration procedure is shown in
Fig. 2. First, the near field pattern has to be measured. It is performed by rotation of the probe with
step of 3.6 degrees. In each position, the measured voltages are stored in the computer. After
deriving the uncorrected pattern, the maximum is found for each of the three dipoles. The stepper
motor then rotates the probe to the maximum and the measured voltages are also stored in the
memory. This is done for several power levels. The control programme then recomputes the set
power levels in the middle of the calibration waveguide. From the measured characteristics, the near
field pattern could be corrected. The correction is necessary because the pattern could be measured
in the compression area of the used detectors.
From the patterns the deviation from isotropy and correction factors can be obtained. Finally, from
the measured characteristics ( U i = f (Pmiddle ) , where U i stands for output voltage of an i-th dipole in
the probe), the inverse functions are determined as Pmiddle = f −1 (U i ) = f i (U i ) .
The inverse functions were calculated by using several interpolation procedures. In the practical
2
realisation, the relation E ≈ Pmiddle can be replaced with a constant C w . For the total electric
strength |E|, the following equation can be then written:
3
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E = K ⋅ å Ei = K ⋅ C w ⋅ å f i (U i ) ,
2

i =1

2

(2)

i =1

where the K is a correction factor calculated from measured patterns. Correction factors are stored
in computer memory and used to process probe voltage readings during field distribution
measurement. Measured voltages are also stored in the memory. This is done for several power
levels. The control programme then recomputes the set power levels in the middle of the calibration
waveguide. From the measured characteristics, the near field pattern could be corrected. The
correction is necessary because the pattern could be measured in the compression area of the
detectors built in the probe.
From the patterns the deviation from isotropy and correction factors can be obtained. Finally, from
the measured characteristics ( U i = f (Pmiddle ) , where U i stands for output voltage of i-th dipole in
the probe), the inverse functions are determined as Pmiddle = f

−1

(U i ) = f i (U i ) .

Results
The Device under test - field probe - consists of three dipoles, positioned with mutual anles of 55
degrees, connected to detection diodes. Detected voltages carry the information on field distribution
at probe location.
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The calibration procedure should map manufacturing imperfections and device V- A characteristics.
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Figure 3: Calculated (left) and measured (right) near field power patterns of E-field probe
A comparison of measured characteristics against calculated one is found at Fig. 3. The calibrated
E-field probe is used in measurement of SAR caused by handheld phones (mobiles). A simple
phantom (glass sphere filled with lossy liquid) together with a simple dummy-mobile was used for
practical experiments and for numerical modelling as well. Good correspondence was found
between experiment and numerical simulations. Error analysis has shown that the uncertainty of
SAR measurement is 17% when this calibration is used, which is an improvement when compared
to previous methods.
Conclusion
A new calibration technique has been presented. The technique enables for precise E-field probe
calibration directly in lossy liquid. The main advantage of the method is in reducing calibration
errors. The method has been experimentally verified and is currently used in a setup for mobile
phone user SAR distribution test bench.
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